
  

Top Contender Checklist

Name: _______________________ Website URL:  _________________________

Email Address:  ________________________
My Top Contender Service or Product Is:  

I've confirmed it has room to run.

I've confirmed it has decent margins.

     Price/Cost:  _______________

     Margin Amount:  ______________

The value proposition for this product or service is:  (Why should a buyer choose you or your 
company over a competitor?  What makes you – as a company or expert – stand out?)

My selected “Iron Triangle” Competitive Advantage:  
(Regarding your product or service, what is the one thing
you provide that competitors do not or would have a hard
time duplicating?)

Competitor Places on the Triangle: 
(Use opposite corners of the triangle; 
IE, what are your competitors saying 
is their competitive advantage?)

Three Competitor Websites:

Knowing My Market (Common Ground)

Audience Pain Points:  (What is their problem; what keeps them up at night; why would they avoid 
buying from you?  This relates to your solutions.)

When you've completed your worksheet for your final Top Contender, go to 
chapteronecopywriting.com/Top-Contender-Checklist

to submit to me the electronic version of this so I can prepare for our phone call.  Thanks! - Carl
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Top Contender Checklist – Page 2

DON'T FORGET!
When you've completed your worksheet for your final Top Contender, go to           

chapteronecopywriting.com/top-contender-checklist 
to submit to me the electronic version of this so I can prepare for our phone call.  Thanks! - 
Carl © chapteronecopywriting.com 2016

KEYWORD # OF SEARCHES COST PER CLICK

Your Product/Service Solutions:  (What does your product or service do to make solve their 
problem, put their mind at ease or make their life better?)

List Features (if a product):  (Features are components of your product; ie, size, speed, 
capabilities, etc.  This needs to be followed up with Benefits.  Features alone are not enough of a 
reason for a customer to buy.)

List Benefits:  (Benefits are what the features provide for the customer or client.  They are the 
mental connection between need and desire.  EX: “Our accuracy allows you to process faster, 
saving time and money without worry.”)
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